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SYMPHONY – GROOVING MACHINE FOR CARDBOARD 
 

 

The grooving machine Symphony grooves the cardboard 

that, afterwards, can be folded in order to make luxury 

boxes up. 

This machine is the re-elaborated version of the model 

that had been produced since 1998 with great results as 

for the bookbinding sector, and now the new version 

allows manufacturers to create luxury boxes with sharp 

corners and a solid finish and structure. 

 

 

Blades make up a single piece in the form of a V, so that their grinding 

can be easier, as well as their positioning directly into the device; blades 

can be 90° or 120° shaped, and the machine is able to produce 80 

pieces/minute. 

These blades can be set in order to remove material up to a certain depth, 

allowing to cut also the lowest layer of paper or cardboard. 

 

The machine can work – automatically – with multi-layer, uniform or 

vegetal cardboard, whose width goes from 1,5 to 3 mm and that can be up 

to 1000 mm large. 

The material can be as long as the customer requests, considered that the Symphony is fed non-stop. 

 

The ergonomic structure of the non-stop feeder has got a very positive feedback and allows operators to 

have great productivity. 

The Symphony for long-run productions can be equipped with delivery in multi-stacks directly onto the 

pallet. 

 

 

Technical features 
 

Automatic board feeder: included 

Cardboard width: min=mm 120; max=mm 1.000 

Cardboard length (with board feeder): min=mm 150; max=mm 500 

Cardboard length (without board feeder): min=mm 150; max=more than mm 500 

Cardboard thickness: min=mm 1,5; max=mm 3 

Number of knives/blades: max 5 

Min knives/blades distance: mm 20 

Speed: 80 m/min 

Power: kw 1,9 

Delivery on slide (and not onto the floor) 

Weight: Kg 1.500 

Dimensions: cm  160 x 130 x 130 

Optional: 

Delivery on euro-pallets  (with several piles): max height cm 80  


